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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of problem, Judged by outstanding charac­
teristics of policy and economy the history of the develop­
ment of tiie San Antonio Public School System which this study 
will consider falls into three general periods. The first 
extends from the appointment of Superintendents Charles J. 
Lufkin (1908-1914) and Charles S. -leeks (1915-1920). The 
second, period extends from 1920-1930 with the appointment of 
Superintendents Jerimah Rhodes (1920-1925), Mar snail Johnson 
(1925-1929), and Hartley (1929-1931). Th& third covers tne 
years since tiie appointment of Superintendents Chester J. 
Cochran in 1931-1938 and Iziah E. Stutsman to the present 
time. To be sure, no sharp division separates these periods; 
the fixing of exact dates is an arbitrary action arid is ac­
companied by a warning against accepting them as more than 
conveniences. Mor were the features of the first age all 
destroyed in the second, or the features of the first and 
second in the third. There have been siftings and accumula­
tions, borrowings and moaifie® ti <ms, survivals and mergers, 
now incorporated in the Sari Antonio Public School System to­
day. 
Any institution or movement can be fully understood, 
and appreciated only if its antecedents or origins are known. 
£ 
The organization ana activities of trie San Antonio public 
schools today can be understood best if we know the influ­
ences leading up to the present system, Therefore, the prob­
lem of this stuuy is to determine what are the factors and 
influences responsible for trie present status of the Negro 
Elementary Schools of San Antonio. 
Significance of study. Changes in educational theo-
ries in the San Antonio Elementary Scnools are traced in con­
nection with social changes, movements, and educational re­
formers that have directly Influenced ana modified school 
practices. Consequently it is attempted in tills study to 
interpret all available information relating to the philoso­
phy underlying Elementary School practices at various periods. 
Such material is assembled in suitable form that will serve 
as a reference to the history of Elementary Schools in San 
Antonio. 
Scope. To ascertain the various means employed in the 
progressive evolution of the Division of Negro Elementary 
School in San Antonio, Texas, the first necessity is the des­
ignation of certain areas in which improvement may be notea. 
These t~reas -...re designated as (1) administration, (£) under­
lying philosophy, (3) teaching personnel, (4) curriculum, (5) 
general procedure, and (fe) plant and equipment. By an analy­
sis of several periods in the history of the San laatoai© Ele­
mentary School from the standpoint of the achievement* in 
5 
each of these areas, a systematic record of progress can he 
established. Such a record will reflect the rapid and pro­
gressive growth characteristic of Elementary Education in San 
Antonio Schools. The per rod included in the historical study-
is 1910-1940. 
Source of data. Data for the study herein described 
were secured from records of tne San Antonio Inaepeuuent 
School Board Bulletins, superintendents * annual reports, per­
sonal visitations, and available records of each of the re­
spective Elementary schools. The means employed in the col­
lection of data from tine sources mentioned were by personal 
examination of records and questionnaires returned by teachers 
and principals who have been connected with the system for a 
number of years. 
Methodology. The modes of presentation are both his­
torical and descriptive, supplemented by tabular explanation 
where necessary. Such a presentation necessitates a detailed 
analysis of the Elementary Schools for periodic intervals. 
For convenience the periods have been designated as those 
periods during which the following superintendents served: 
first period, Superintendents Charles J. Lufkin (1900-1914) 
and Charles g, Keeks (1915-1920); second period, Superintend­
ents Jarimah abodes (1920-1925, Marshall Johnson (1925-1929), 
and Hartley (1929-1931)| and third period, Superintendents 
Chester J. Cocltraa{1931—1958) and Iziah B. Stutsman te the 
present time. Such an analysis is made from the aspects of 
progress made along lines of administrative procedures, edu­
cational theories, teaching personnel, scope and changes of 
curriculum, and progressive methods of instruction and im­
provement of physic. .1 facilities for each of the design ted 
periods. Data was used to give a description, of ti*e above-
named areas under the respective superintendents that are 
named. It is furtaer attempted to interpret th data secured 
J 
in light of the existing social and economic background of 
each of the respective periods. 
Definition of terms. The Elementary School as herein 
referred to is that branch of the Sun Antonio Public School 
System which comprises grades one through eight for the period 
1870 to 1922, and grades one through five from 1922 to the 
present time. Since 1922 the Elementary School has been re­
garded as a separate unit of the Public school System. Its 
primary concern is to give pupils physical, intellectual, 
moral., and social training needed not only for participation 
in the affairs of adult life but for intelligent living no»-.̂  
The Elementary School purposes to reorganize environment and 
to utilize all attendant factors that will contribute more 
adequately to pupil needs, interests, abilities, and self 
1 
i2h£i Antonio Public pchool Bulletin. Vol. II. Ho. I. 
October, 192B, p. 23. 
5 
direction. 
By administration is meant that division directly re­
sponsible for th© maintenance of public education and its 
policies.2 
Th© term underlying philosophy refers to the basic 
educational theories and principles in vogue which are re­
sponsible for the policies and procedures of the institution 
in question. 
Teaching personnel includes those members of the staff 
who are actively engaged in classroom instruction and those 
who are prospective teachers in th© system. 
Curriculum as used in this study means the formal or­
ganization or progressive arrangement of subjects with the 
object of training for a particular purpose.** 
General procedure as applied bare indicates methods in 
classroom instruction and procedures in scliool activities. 
Plant and equipment refer to buildings, permanent and 
moveable equipment, playground space and equipment, ana 





A BRIEF REVIEW OF NEGRO ELE&MTAHT SCHOOL TRAINING 
IN SAN ANTONIO 1870-1910 
In order that the reader >£iight get & comprehensive 
view of the Negro Elementary Schools in Sen Antonio prior to 
the date for which the study is satis, a brief historical 
sketch is given for the period 1870 to 1910. 
The first school for Negro children in San Antonio was 
opened about 1871.^ It was begun in a four room stone build­
ing, located at Convent and St. Mury*s Streets, and was built 
from materials purchased from the old Confederate Tannery. 
It was referred to by the romantic Spanish nomenclature, #El 
Bin Con" (bend in tne river). 
There were approximately one hundred Negro scholastics, 
hence the school grew slowly and it was not until 1885 that 
it became necessary to erect two additional school buiiaiiigs. 
Table I shows the annual scholastic enrollment in Ban 
Antonio public schools from 1878 to 1888. 
1 




ANHUaL SCHOLASTIC ENROLLMENT IN SAN nifTONIO PUbLIC SCHOOLS 
SHOWING COMPARATIVE PERCENTAGE INCREASES 



































1878-1879 240 151 129 £ 1184 699 627 14 
1879—1880 281 173 158 4 1305 862 776 18 
1880-1881 308 180 157 4 1429 964 888 21 
1881-1882 431 275 227 5 1648 1134 1034 24 
1882—1683 405 249 
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for 5 yrs. 
69$ 65$ 65$ 66 2/3$ 62$ 78$ 80$ 85$ 
A stuay of this data will substi.jitic.te the grao.ua! 
growth of public schools in Sari Antonio. In Table I, a con­
trasting view xs given of the annual enrollment, average number 
of students belonging, average a tendance, ana number of teach­
ers for both Negro and white schools over a period of five 
years, Xo78-1883. It is interesting to note an increase of 
Negro scholastics from £40 in 1878 to 431 in 1882 and a de­
crease to 408 in 188a, thereby showing a total increase of 185 
a 
or an increased enrollment percentage of iM% for the five 
year period« The average number of pupils belonging, tne 
average daily attendance, and the number of teachers increas­
ed proportionately for the »ome period. Data in this cable 
serve as a definite basis for determining the trend in .Ele­
mentary Schools. Tue growth was slow hut continuous and con­
trast favorably with trie growth characteristic of the group. 
In addition to the date explained in Table I, the fol­
lowing excerpt is taken from a report made by the Superintend­
ent of Public Schools July 1884?2 
To the Board of Education of the city of San Antonio? 
Gentleman, I have the honor to submit this, my fifth an-
ilhul report of the progress ana present conditions of 
Public Schools of tills City, for the scholastic year 1882-
1888, ending July 81, 1883. In order to portr. y more 
fe
fully the growth and development of our school system, I 
st invite you to take a retrospective view, beginning 
th the year when I assumed the supervision'of the Public 
Schools mivier your control. Estimated population of the 
City in 18/8-1879 was 20,000. Estimated population as per 
the Uaitfeu States Census in 1880 was 20,500. Estivatea 
population in 1684 was 25,000. 
TABLE II 
SCHOOL CEMS8S - SCHOLASTIC AOS - 8 TO 14 




















Annual Report of superintendent of Ban Antonio Pub­
lic Schools to the Board of .untroil, July, 1864, p. 16. 
3 
By references to the above table it would seem tiiat a 
great increase of scholastic population had taken place from 
1878 to 1880, then the fact is that during those years the 
growth of the City was inconsiderable* The deficiency occur­
red because, under the Veil Law®, the County Assessor took 
the census, which was done in a very careless and prefunc­
tionary manner| but in 1880 the new lavs imposed this duty up­
on the City Assessor and the census since then hes been cor­
rectly taken. 
Presented for purposes of contrast and understanding 
the writer has included two charts fro® studies made by the 
San Antonio Board of Education showing scholastic predictions 
from 1904 to 1950 for San Antonio based on estimated popula­
tions from 1870 to 1350, hile tne stuay is confined largely 
to the Hegro Elei&eatary School its history cat mot be traced 
apart from that of the San Antonio public School System, for 
this reason it is necessary to keep in mind the picture of 
the system of which the Hegre Elementary School is a part* 
S 
The Veil Law was that law under the system of alder-
mans which specified, among the many duties relating to coun­
ty government, that it was the auty of County Assessor to 
take the school census. 
CHART I 
10 
POPULATION OF S/ N ANTONIO 1070-1950 
1950 |Ullf l t / l / i i ! iM/l /U/ / i / t I t i I /T7Tl l / l /^^!/ / / t l i l / \  
1940 xnnniiinuiif/nnn^^mmTA 
1330 i7?r///////////̂ slooo//////i 
1920 
1910 •••••••I 96,014 
1900 ••••••[ 55,321 
1890 •••• 47,673 
1880 ••• 20,550 
1870 m 12,256 
Estimated Census 
• Actual Census 
The chart shows actual census of the United tetes 
figures from 1870 to 1920. Figures for 1930, 1940 ana 1950 
are estimates based on the assumption tnat Fan <ntonio will 
continue to grow at approximately the same rate in the suc­
ceeding years as it has in the past twenty-five years. 
The accuracy of these predictions may be established 
by comparing the actual United Etc&es census for the years 
1930 and 1940. The actual United States census figures are; 
231,542 and £53, 854 for 1930 and 1940 respectively. This 
shows a definite decrease in the population growth of San 
"* v ' 
Antonio, which naturally affects the scholastic growth. 
Upon the basis of the information contained in the preceding 
chart, the following chart of predictions as to scholastic 
census was derived. 
n 
CHART II 
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TLis chart shows graphically the number of scholastics 
fouaa in San Antonio Independent School District by intervals of 
five years over the past twenty years. Based upon the growth 
indicated in these past twenty years, the probable number of 
scholastics up to 1950 is predicted. 
reader can easily see the relative position occupied by toe ne­
gro Elementary School, as it represents the larger part of the 
legro scholastics of San Antonio, and tney constitute approxi­
mately eight per cent of the population of San Antonio, 
From 1885 to 1889 public education una or Superintendents 
J. E, Smith and .illiaia Schooch, little was accompiis.ied. 
The transitional period (1899 to 1901) of Public Ldu-
Keeping the data presented in Chart II as & basis the 
12 
cation in San Antonio was umer the leadership of J. E* Smithy 
who was the third superintendent. The chief aeconipli s hment of 
this administration was the r e-exaphasizing of thoroughness in 
all instruetion, especially ihgiish and mathematics. Note­
worthy in the history of the Elementary Schools was the 
change of management of schools from the Committee of the 
Board of Aldermen to trustees elected under a charter issued 
to San Antonio Independent School District, 
During the superintendency of Colston (1901-1902) 
there was a new trend in public educe&ion, especially in the 
Elementary Division, Tne stressing of phoenics, diacritical 
marking, pronouncx a t i on and the use of dictionaries were 
points of emphasis in the effort to increase efficiency and 
thoroughness, The underlying philosophy characteristic of 
the past was the "priming" of pupils on the basis of what 
adults thought necessary for them. 
With the advent of the twentieth century, Elementary 
Education in the San Antonio Public School System was des­
tined to undergo & thorough reorganization. This Ciiange case 
under the direction of Superintendent L. E* Wolff (1905-1906). 
Superintendent Wolff, a progressive educator, successfully 
sought to shift the point of interest from the subject matter 
to the child. To him San Aiitonio is indebted for the advent 
of the new school idea where th child was no longer regarded 
as a ball of "putty5', but as an organism of on-going activ­
ities and interests. 
12 
It was in this period that the real founds trcaa for the 
present system of Elementary Education was laid, Wolff ad­
vocated and inaugurateds (1) "an enriched course of study", 
(2) libraries, (S) teacher-training in service, (4) profes­
sional choice of teachers, (locally and outside of San Anton­
io), and (5) the holding of a school of methods each year for 
local and visiting teachers, file practical subjects and ac­
tivities introduced included sewing, cooking, bench work, 
gardening, and mosquito and other pest extermination. T ie 
philosophy of Superintendent Wolff dominated, the system be­
cause of its far-reaching aspects. It had its roots in the 
social life of the community, and made elementary education 
not a period of preparation for participation, but & process 
of improved modes of living, based on present participation 
and usefulness. 
With the introduction of the child centered sciiool, 
Elementary Education soon became an issue for study. The 
period from 1900 to 1010 was marked by increased enrollment 
ana general interest in education. So significant was the 
increased Hegro enrollment in Elementary Schools that several 
buildings were used for such purposes, fue transition was 
not to be accomplished immediately, but the idea of such 
shifting was in the minds of the educators who were responsi­
ble for the policies of the system. It was during the aecade 
1910—1920 that the new philosophy was to be on trial versus 
that of the traditional school. 
14 
fable III shows the increase in school buildings of 
the San Antonio Public School System for the period 1898 to 
1910 • 
TABLE III 
INCREASE IN SCHOOL BUILDINGS IN SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 
1898-1910 
Year Elementary Senior High Total 
Fraae Brick Frame Brick Frame Brick 
1898-99 2 13 2 2 15 
1899-00 6 13 2 6 15 
1900-01 7 15 2 7 15 
1901-02 7 13 2 7 15 
1902—08 2 18 2 2 20 
1905-04 5 18 2 3 20 
1904-05 2 23 2 2 25 
1905-06 3 £2 2 3 24 
1906-07 4 22 2 4 24 
1907-08 1 £7 2 1 29 
1908—09 1 £7 2 1 29 
1909-10 1 27 2 1 29 
CHAPTER III 
HISTORICAL STUDY OF ELHMEHTA8Y SCHOOLS 
IN SAN ANTONIO 1910-1940 
Administration, Tho administration of public educa­
tion in San Antonio during the adainistr-tivn of Superintend­
ent Lufkia was under a Board of Trustees* under a State Char­
ter as an Independent Softool District, The Superintendent* 
Charles J. Lufkia (1908-1914), was a progressive educator; 
however, some of his views with reference to the curriculum 
were opposed to those of Ms predecessors, hence, there was 
expended Mich energy in attempts to bring about & slight re­
organisation with respect to policies. During the period 
19X5-1980, another dynamic figure Charles S. Meeks served as 
superintendent and con timed the policies of Lufkin. Profes­
sional improvement was the keynote policy. 
The Cdc rter of 1913 was authorised by the State Legis­
lature for the Saii Antonio Independent School District, It 
provided for the election of nine board, members who after the 
first election were so allotted as to come up for re—election 
every two years in groups of three each,1 This would give 
each group a term of six years and would insure a majority of 
1 
See State Charter - 1913 in Appendix 
16 
six in office continuously* The aiffi was to avoiu radical 
changes in the policy of the hoard* In 1917 tills Charter was 
declared unconstitutiunai for the reason that it provided for 
the election of trustees for a period of six years, which was 
four years beyond the constitutional limit. In the new Char­
ter it stipulated that the number of trustees was to be seven, 
and that they were to serve for two years* It also provided 
that three members be women, and that at the end of each two-
year tern, two women and one man or three men and one woman 
be elected* 
Philosophy. The educational philosophy during the 
administration of Superintendent Lufkin was confronted with 
the task of proving itself against that of the traditional 
system* In the past, the Elementary School had been designed 
to carry pupils through a traditional program of stuaies. 
The necessity for a common pattern or philosophy to condition 
classroom procedure in instruction and activities was felt. 
The new school idea of John Dewey was to replace the formerly 
accepted philosophy. Even though the new educational philos­
ophy was deemed acceptable, the problem was yet to remain, 
as there had to be a deliberate and systematic training of 
teachers to the convictions of Dewey*s philosophy. Every 
teacher had to evaluate himself completely and honestly to 
determine what part, in this new set-up, he was to pi. / in 
the evolution of such educational philosophy. He was then to 
act sincerely in terms of his Ov,n convictions. It was defi-
17 
altely no easy task to break with thw reverence and respect 
Held for subl©ct matter, The practice of luogiiig tie success 
of the school by the extent to which it was able to fit the 
select few for advanced study in the high school was steadily 
losing ground. 
Social and economic factors of this period greatly en­
couraged the new school idea. The world War with social and 
economic interruptions played a great part in making changes 
in the Elementary Schools. Many of the c hilar en, especially 
boys, were forced to replace the earnings of the older brotit­
ers or fathers who had been called to service; hence this was 
one of the most influencing factors. They, therefore, went 
to work directly from Elementary School, thus causing the 
timely recognition of the inadequacy of the olu philosophy of 
fitting the chiict to the curriculum. The problem, however, 
was what procedure to follow in correcting this recognized 
inadequacy. 
Teaching personnel, During this period in-service-
training of teachers was stressed. It is characterized by 
the continuation of the plan of Superintendent Wolff to tr in 
teachers in-service and to hold annually a school of methods 
for teachers. Teachers applying for substitute work had to 
attend these institutes. The organization of the Southwest 
Texas Teachers Institute, for twenty-one counties, was among 
the noteworthy organizations for purposes of professional im­
provement. This Institute met at San Antonio for about twen-
IB 
ty years (1915 to 1935), Since that time this idea has been 
characteristic of the San Antonio Public School System down 
to the present day. The Open Forum held at Jefferson High 
School now replaces the previous means of proviaing this need 
for teachers. In these forums some of the country's most 
outstiUiding authorities on methods are presented to the 
teachers. 
By 1920 there were approximately twenty-six teachers 
in the Negro Elementary .Schools. Sixteen of the twenty-six 
were full time Elementary teachers. The academic training of 
the average number of teachers was graduation from the old 
normal school, which was equivalent to two years of college 
work. Table I? gives a view of the academic status of tne 
teaching personnel in Negro Elementary Schools of Sun Antonio. 
TABLE IV 
FORMAL ACADEMIC STATUS OF TEACHERS IN NEGRO ELEMENTARY 















Brackenridge 0 1 3 0 4 0 
Cuney 0 0 2 4 0 2 
Grant 0 0 6 0 2 2 
Totals 0 1 11 4 6 4 
Salaries. The average salary for Negro Principals of 
19 
Elementary Schools in 1916 -was $85.00 per month for twelve 
months, while that for classroom teachers was $57.00 per month 
for twelve months, there being a slight variation according to 
experience. 
Curriculum. The social and economic factors during 
the administration of Superintendents Lufkin and Me«ks gave 
rise to serious consideration of the inadequacies of the 
curriculum and ins true t ionai methods. In 1910 the elementary 
curriculum of San Antonio Schools was characterized by the 
traditional textbook. Pupils were made to fit into the cur­
riculum, and individual needs, abilities, and interests were 
secondary. The Charter of 1917, miner which the present 
schools now operate, included provisions for compulsory school 
attendance. This fact together with the report of the Bobbit 
Survey2 have been important factors in influencing the cur­
riculum. Tiie writer wishes to give in this stuuy background 
of legal enactments, rules, and regulations to which reference 
can be made in the investigation of what progress has bee® 
made up to the time of Bobbit*® survey of San Antonio public 
' / 
Schools. The writer wishes to further make the observation 
that not because of trie Charter provision, legal enactments, 
rules, and regul. tions has the management of San Antonio 
S 
S. F. Bobbit, Survey of San Antonio Public schools 
1914—1915. * 
so 
Schools been, good or bad, but that in most cases it nas come 
about from the character of persons serving on the board or 
the person occupying the superintendent * s posi tion. A re­
view of the superintenaeacy from Boobit * s survey to tue 
present show that the members of the School Boi.ru, in the 
majority, have been persons who have sought hie greatest good 
for the schools and have supported the sup e r in t ana en t in of­
fice, in ail tilings that made for progress. 
Bobbit*s report as a result of the survey had bearing 
directly upon the curriculum. The criticism were as fol­
lows? 
1. That the Board cf Education aevote less time to 
matters of detail; 
£* That such matters of detail be left to the officers 
of the respective schools, these officers being 
the Principals ; 
3. That departmental supervisors be employed; 
4# That the curriculum, being totally inadequate, be 
reorganized to meet the constantly changing needs 
of society; and that such organization begin at the 
Elementary School level; 
5. That the Superintendent be relieved of detail du­
ties; and that he be given an assistant; and 
6. That each Principal be given a clerk. 
The typical curriculum in vogue in the Elementary school at 
the time of tiie survey is presented in fable V, showing th© 
grade schedule of the first eight grades. 
TABLE V 
COURSE SCHEDULE OF GRADES OSE THROUGH EIGHT 
OF THE ELEMENT/iRY SCHOOLS OF SM AHTGMO 1014-19X5 

































































































From tills schedule the reader Might get a glimpse of wont the 
subject matter content consisted of during this period. To 
further reveal. the condition of tht Elementary School curric­
ulum at tills time the writer has included at tins point sev­
eral typical graded lessons characteristic of the period. 
These lessons were takes from the files and. records of teach­
ers during tills time. In reviewing the content observers will 
be able to appreciate the writer's reference to the transi­
tion from the old school idea to the new school. 
22 
Type Lessons in the Negro Elementary Schools of San 




1. Bound Europe, 
8, What sea is south of Russia? 
8, What large hay is north of Spain? 
4. Name three important peninsulas forming the southern 
part of idrope. 
5. What strait separates Surope from Africa and what 
waters does it connect? 
8, that direction does the fbiine flow, and where does 
it empty? 
7, Name four mountains of Europe, 
8. N..me the three southern peninsulas of Asia, 
9» Name one of the rivers flowing north, one flowing 
east, and one flowing south in Asia, 




1, Vfhat is wind? How does it differ fro.i air? 
2* Where is the pressure of the air greater, at the 
top of the mountain or at the level of the ocean? 
5, Espl&ia the reason why smoke rises in the cliimney? 
4, What does water always seek? 
5, What is the difference between fog and cloud? 
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jilt,re is little need of com eat upon the subject oi' 
reading, with reference to the subject matter content, The 
method employed in teaching little beginners deserves men­
tion. Having in view the first lessons of the first reader 
to be used, the teacher selected such an object for an oral 
lesson as would bring out statements corresponding to those 
in the reader. The oral expression of the pupil, brought 
out under the direction of the teacher, is graphically pre­
sented in script forms for the contemplation of the class. 
Herein is the departure from the known to the unitnown, from 
the oral statement to the written one. The children, by 
proper drill, are easily led to distinguish one word from 
another. However crude their first performance was, the 
teacher always encouraged them. After the children were able 
to read a number of statements, and had learned the names of 
most of the letters, and could write them legibly, they were 
taught their phonic value as they occurred in moat of the 
words learned. 
general procedures. Here the writer aims to give a 
description of general procedures in methods of instruction 
and school activities in general. The procedure followed by 
tiie teacher in directing pupil activity had yet to be dic­
tated by the nature of the activities in which pupils en­
gaged. This, however, was not long to be ignored. 
The method of evaluating instruction for the period 
in question may be summarized briefly* The mutter of con-
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teat evaluation is presented in tne foregoing discussion. It 
formed the basis for the annual examination in June and in­
dicated the scope oJ the work in the Public JLemontary Schools 
at that tines 
Four kinas of examinations were held in tne schools 
during the year, namely: 
(1) Monthly exaain tions: given by the teach.rs in 
charge of each class over the scope of ork for the month} 
(2) Semi-annual text examination: given by t*e superin­
tendent, to ascertain the uniformity of the grades; 
(S) Aaamal examine tiaas: given for purposes of gradu­
ation in June; end 
(4) Public ex-uin tions: to give the parents and 
frieiMis occasion to observe the ork of the school, 
The questions* covering the yearly scope of the . ork 
were prepared by the Superintend out. The examin tions 
were conducted b the toucher under his supervision* ho 
teacher was appointed to examine her own class, or one of 
like grade, in order to remove as far as possible, all 
temptation to partiality, as far as possible the teacher 
above examines the next lowest grace, leaving cue high 
school classes to be examined by the Superintendent, 
The scores of all tue classes having been made out, the 
Superintendent passed upon the score obtained by each 
pupil at the annual examination, as well as the general 
average mad© by the pupil during the year in his monthly 
examinations, by this nethod pupils either did or ia not 
receive grade cards of promocion, if the Superintendent 
had doubts of the pupils eligibility for promotion, he 
consulted the teacher of the particular ©lass*® 
The methoas of Instruction were routine and traditional* 
The textbook formed the main nucleus, end -.JUL content was 
S 
Mi ntonio i ohool hulro tin, ho, I, 1884, p. 5, 
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strictly subjective,As early as 1915 health education was 
introduced tout the method of instruction was far frost ueslr-
able* There was no practice or activity. Supervised play 
was unheard of, as well as provisions for the grouping of 
pupils according to iridiviauai uifferenees. 
Plant and equipment. The Negro lement&ry Scltool popula­
tion up to 1930 was housed in three buildings, namely* Brack-
enriage, Cuney, and Grant,, The latter also carriea grades 
beyond the accepted elementary level,. The writer founti it 
impossible to secure accurate data for each of the consecu­
tive years included in this period. The year 1910-1917 was 
also chosen because in the opinion of the writer it repre­
sents the advent of a definite display of public interest. 
For convenience and purpose of clarity an estimate of the 
three schools is given from the aspects of buildings, library, 
room space,, desks, and other physical appearances. 
TABLh VI 
PLAH3P AMD E^OIFHEHT IM SAM ANTONIO 















rioge 2 2 12 393 S3 200 
Cuney 1 2 10 378 200 
Grant 1 6 17 300 300 
Totals 4 4 SO 782 333 760 
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Table VI gives an analysis of the Negro Elementary 
Schools (1916-1917). (There were eight buildings: four frame 
and four brick, affording a total of 50 room space, 355 double 
desks, 782 single desks, and 7C0 library volumes.) 
Bnrollaent and average daily attendance. The writer 
wishes to call attention to the enrollment in these schools 
for this particular year. In contrasting the data in Table 
VII with that in Table VI, one is able to get a representa­
tive view of the growth of the Negro Elementary Schools in 
San Antonio. Table VII presents the enrollment, average 
daily attendance, and the irregular attendance for each of 
the respective Elementary Negro Schools for the year 1916-
1917. 
TABLE VII 
ENROLLMENT AND AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE 






Brackenridge 532 327 205 
Cunoy 515 281 232 
Grant 450 278 172 
Totals 1,495 386 609 
A 
Table VII will reveal very definite Implications if 
one considers the fact that 609, or almost 42 per cent of the 
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pupils enrolled. in I&ementary Bciiools for this sciiolastic 
year were noo in regular attendance. In the opinion uf the 
writer this is hue to various factors, especially those of an 
economic nature, made even greater toy the World war crisis as 
mentioned elsewhere in this study. 
Koiiv. of the Elementary Schools included facilities for 
cafeterias. The equipment may be recognized in a meager num­
ber of work benches, maps, globes, and charts. There was 
little or no playground equipment. Library provisions were 
very insufficient, and although mention is made in Table VI 
that each of the schools had a number of volumes regarded as 
library volumes, it must toe stated that m̂ my of those volumes 
were duplicated textbooks* 
TABLE VIII 
MCREASE IM SCHOOL BUILDINGS BUBIMG THE AMIHISTRATIuH 
OF SUPERINMD1MTS LUFKIN AMD MEEKS 
year Elementary Junior Senior Total 
Frame Brick Frame Brick Frame Brick Frame brick 
1910-11 26 2 50 
1911-12 28 2 30 
1912-15 28 - 2 30 
1915-14 29 2 31 
1914-15 52 2 34 
1915-16 52 2 34 
1916-17 52 2 34 
1317-18 52 5 35 
1918-19 52 3 35 
1919-20 35 5 38 
Table VIII shows the increase in buildings of the 
Public school System auring the period 1910-1920, presents 
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interesting data for contrast with data in Table III. There 
were more then eight brick Elementary Schools erected, two of 
which were for Negroes. The tendency to eliminate frame 
buildings began about 1905, was culminated during the period 
1910-1920. 
Summary of findings for the period 1908-1920. The 
greatest contribution of the period, to the progressive evo­
lution cf the San Antonio Elementary School System, may be 
recognised in the efforts of the aoministrators to encourage 
the training of teachers in service. In the opinion of the 
writer this was without a doubt the most logical point of at­
tack for improvement in the system. In recognizing the need 
for improvement in content of subject matter, methods, and 
general policies of the Elementary School, the first step was 
taken by the administrators to convert its staff, who in the 
final analysis had the responsibility of executing these new 
ideas and methods. This fact can be appreciated more, when 
attention is called to the fact that of all the Negro teach­
ers employed in the Elementary Schools of San Antonio, less 
than five per cent had a college or university degree, equiv­
alent to four years of college training. It is well to ob­
serve further that the type of teaoher-training advocated was 
not of a formal academic nature, but an emergency method on 
the field with the materials at hand. This was oone through 
schools oi method and institutes. Briefly, this period may 
be regarded as one of incubation. The needs revealed prior 
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to 19X0 were in the process of cultivation, and were to mate­
rialise in the period to follow, 
The slow growth of the Elementary Schools for Negroes 
might also he attributed to the slow growth of the Negro popu­
lation, a fact which the reader must keep constantly in iaind 
throughout the stuay, in considering data presented in this 
study. 
It must be admitted that the trend of progress of this 
period is characterised by the recognition of the feet that 
society maintains schools to train its members ho; to live 
agreeably with others, and that as a philosophy of curriculum 
making, textbook materials are important only as they serve 
the practical needs of individuals, 
Administration# The recommendations made by Dr. Bob-
bit, after his survey of the Ban Antonio System in 1914-1915, 
had not gone unheeded by those responsible for the supervi­
sion of public education. The Charter which was made effec­
tive by the Stat© Legislation of March 10, 1917 was the basis 
of administrative organisation. Provisions were thus made 
fort (1) a Board of Education, (2) a Superintendent, (3) an 
Assistant Superintendent, (4) Directors of Education, (5) 
Business Manager, (6) Superintendent of Janitors, (7) Direc­
tors of Instruction, (8) Director of Cafeterias, and (S) an 
Assistant Teacher, 
The duties of each of the above named persons are here-
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with quo tea 5 4 
Outstanding features of the Charter issued by the Leg­
islature of fetus to the People of , sn Antonio are as 
follOWSf 
THE CHARTER* 
1. Passed by the legislature March 10, 101?, specifies 
seven members - three ,.oiaea and four men. Term of 
office two years - one bub and two women elected om 
year, three m and two women the other year. 
£* Gives special power to the Boar a to validate teacher's 
certificates from other cities and states* 
3. Makes the superintendent chief executive of the 
Board* 
4. Makes the superintendent responsible fox* selection of 
teachers .-hose names oe placed before the Board. 
5. Makes compulsory the preparation and adoption of an 
annual 'bucket. 
The Board of Education! 
The Board ©f Education are the elected representatives 
of the people. The Boer a, seven in number, is the leg­
islative br xich of the public school system. Tins of­
ficers of the Boara are President, Vice-President, and 
Secretary. The standing Committee of the Board of Teach­
ers, Cafeterias, Finance, ana i.uilding and Grounds, 
large credit is due to the present Board for its far-
seeing, progressive policies. 
Sup or in tendent s 
The huperintciident is the executive ana administrative 
officer of the school system. Upon him rests the whole 
responsibility of the operation tu-a administration of 
the system, AH other employees of the system are re­
sponsible to hia. The Superintendent, with t m approval 
of the Beard of Bdneawiott, delegates such powers and 
duties to other members of the system as he deems wise 
4 
ban uxtouio Public chooi Bulxhuu Vol. II, ho. I, 
p. g4. 1 1 
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and necessary. 
The Superintendent then, of necessity, mist be a man 
of a large scholarship, able business ability, fur-see-
ing vision, aouna Juugement, broad ana understanding 
sympathy, vast capacity to demand and secure faithful 
and unwavering operation and assistance; in short, he 
must in every sense be the leader ana guide of the en­
tire system. 
Such characteristics are found only in really great 
men. 
Assistant Superintendent 8 
The Assistant Superintendent of Schools is an expert 
of matters of administration, His attention is largely 
occupied with records, reports, transfers, ana otrier ad­
ministrative matters. He also especially concerns him­
self with education in trie colored schools of the City, 
One of his most important auties is in presenting neces­
sary information concerning the schools to the public, 
.Directors of Education! 
The plan of organization employee in San Antonio calxa 
for the divisions of the system to be in charge of Di­
rectors of mutation. At the present time, there are 
tnree directors namely the Director of Eles&safcary Edu­
cation, the Director of Junior Education, ana the Direc­
tor of Industrial Education, when the organization is 
complete there will also be a Director of Senior Educa­
tion. Bach director is responsible to the superintendent 
of Schools for the work in his particular division, 
Business Managers 
The Business Manager is the representative of the 
schools in business transactions, He oversees the pur-
Chase ami distribution of supplies; receives and opens 
bids; maintains a comprehensive and accurate system of 
accounts; handles all funas of the schools; receiving 
all moneys aim sees to it that they are placed to the 
credit of the_schools in its various depositories. He 
audits all bills and payrolls. He further acts as the 
Secretary of the board of Education. 
ÛPerinteixaent of Janitors, Suiiain&s, Ground as 
This officer is in partieulcvr charge of the material 
side of the schools. He hires th.. necessary Janitorial 
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kelp and oversees its work. The upkeep and beautifying 
of the grounds, and care and repair of buffetings are his 
functions. A large part of the responsibility for the 
efficient maintenance of the school plant is placed in 
this office. 
Director of Cafeteriast 
Commencing with the school year of 1323-24, the direc­
tion ana operation of the Cafeterias. Tin entire direc­
tion of the cafeteria service of the schools is properly 
tor affair. She hires necessary help, plans general 
nanus, directs the service, purchases all supplies and 
utensils, audits all moneys received, determines price 
for food, and handles all matters connected with this 
department. 
Directors of Instruealont 
In the Junior Schools, each of the five fields of in­
struction is in charge of a Director of Instruction. 
These five fields are Bnglish, Mathematics, Social Stud­
ies, Health Education and Related arts. These directors 
are experts in subject matter and in methods of instruc­
tion, As such, their large duty is the training of 
teachers. 
Te&cher Assistantsi 
In the Elementary Schools, an expert called an Assist­
ance Teacher is in general charge. 
Of the work of each grade throughout all the Elementary 
Schools, the Assistance Teacher is in charge. In general, 
their duties might be classified as trainers of teachers 
in service, and also as experts on subject matter and 
methods of instruction. 
Special Supervisors! 
In certain technical subjects; namely, Music, Art, 
Home Economics, Science, Manual Training, and Foreign 
Language, experts in these particular fields guide the 
work. Tne Music and Art Supervisors operate in both the 
Elementary and Junior schools. The Borne Economics, 
Foreign Language and Manual Training Supervisors guide 
the work in junior and S ailor divisions. The Supervisor 
of Science is responsible for toe work in all these di­
visions of the system. 
Principal! 
The charge of each school in the city is a principal* 
His duties are divided into two major fields; acaalnis-
taration and supervision. As aoaiinistrator, he is con­
cerned with the general operation of the scnooi. As 
supervisor, he is responsible for the educational growth 
and development of teachers, Tne furtner duty of a 
Principal is to atiapt his school to meet the particular 
needs of the community which it serves, 
.Attorney: 
The Board of ahucation has in its employ a reputable 
attorney for consultation on points of law and to rep­
resent the schools in legal matters affecting them. 
Architects: 
A firm of architects is employed for the purpose of 
presenting plans for new buildings and necessary changes 
in present plants* By this means, necessary uniformity 
in school buildng and planning is secured* 
School Physicians 
One of San Antonio's reput&bl physicians is appointed 
by the Board to have charge of general health »©r& in 
the schools. Beg liming with the school year, 19Ed-2S, 
forty-five physicians of the city are cooperating with 
the school physician. 
Dentists 
A school dentist is regularly employed by the schools 
to care for necessary dental work which couiu not other­
wise be done. 
Burses: 
Four nurses are employed, They largely uo emergency 
work anu follow up work in the hoses. 
Attendance officers: 
Five attendance officers work to enforce the compulso­
ry attendance law. Possibility their most important 
duty is to carry the message of what the school can no 
to those who are unacquainted with its program* 
Clerical Help: 
Necessary clerical help is provided to assist in the 
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routine matters of administration* Each Junior aztd 
Senior School employes & Secretary* In the administra­
tive office tire found, the Secretary to the Superintend­
ent, two bookkeepers, bill clerk, clerk to Elementary 
Department, clerk to Junior Department} clerk to super­
intendent of BBllolngg Him Grounds* Temporary clerical 
help is added as needed* 
The perfection of this reorganisation was to be effected 
under the leadership of Dr. Jeremiah Rhodes, superintendent 
1920-25, and his progressive co-workers, especially Miss 
Elma Meal, Assistant Superintendent of gUottntary Division* 
Fortunately for the administration of this period there were 
only two superintendents. Dr. Rhodes was succeeded by Mr. 
Marshall Jtofansco, 1925-89. A study of the detailed features 
of the Charter under which the system was to operate, pre­
sents plainly the set-up which had to be perfected from the 
administrative standpoint. 
While the administration of Rhodes and Johnson without 
a doubt, represents the most progressive pried in the his­
tory of San Anionic Public Schools, its chief point of inter­
est was tha perfection of the Junior High School; organization 
of the system on the 5-5-5 plan; introduction uf the unit 
scale of salaries; ana the organisation of the system under & 
full staff of directors ana supervisors* 
Philosophy. During this period there was a definite 
shifting of tiie center of gravity from the subject matter of 
instruction to that of the child to be taught* The needs, 
abilities, and interests of the child from a particular com­
munity became the concern and determining factor, ana not tne 
more or less traditional subject matter of instruction. 
Viewed from the angle of child needs, and child welfare the 
school became a new institution. Facts became to be conr-
ceived of as important only in relation to tii use they 
served individual needs, interests; and satisfaction* 
With toe advent of toe newer philosophy, child welfare 
and. social welfare were conceived of as being closely inter-
woven* Tne child had to be trained first, and introduced in­
to the membership of toe little community, of which he formed 
a part. From this he had to learn to extend his sense of 
membership outward to the life of the state, nation, and 
world civilization. Tims, to awaken a guiding moral impulse; 
to fill the child with a spirit for service; mid to train toe 
child along lines of intelligent self air action, became the 
great task of the modern school. 
Teaching personnel* With the reorganisation of the 
system a new attitune was taken toward professional training 
of teachers. They were forced to seek further formal academ­
ic training to the point of semiring college degrees. Unuer 
the unit scale of salaries, Negro teachers received compensa­
tion eomensurate with their professional training and experi­
ence. This held true for teachers in general* however, it 
was not until the last half of the period (Id25-1329) that 
such marked progress was recognized in the Elementary School 
Division. During the administration of Superintendent John­
son, the Elementary school was the point of interest. Since 
m 
the strength of a ycnool lies largely la the lianas of the 
instructors who actually cany on the activities with the 
child, it was most aeeessary, therefore, that the teachers • 
become experts in understanding the n tare of the child, in 
addition to having a broua knowledge of subject matter , nd 
methods of instruction. 
The teacher unc.er the earlier type of school »as es­
sentially a urill master, ana a disciplinarian. It was his 
business tc see that his pupils learned .hat was set before 
them, and to keep order. In the period between 1890 and 1900 
this was essentially toe role of the teacher in the Eleiaea-
tary Ochool. To impart selected subject matter and to in-
trouuee it to the mind of the chila, by the most approved 
psychological me thou© are the function of the teacner; though 
renaered much more important during this period, still re­
mained that of an instructor rather then a guide to instruc­
tion. 
While it cannot be denied, that both of the earlier 
functions of the teacher (drill master and disciplinarian) 
were retained, much improvement was recognised in the teach­
ing processes uuployed under th conception of the new school 
idea. Both te eerier and principal eme to be expected to 
think over the work of instruction in terms of loe 1 problems, 
with a view of adopting and adjusting the school work to the 
particular capacities ana needs of the pupils to be instruct­
ed* Both e science and ©a art of education were employed. 
ffl 
During the admiais tr a tlon of Superintendents Rhodes and Joim-
son, teaching became a finer art and & more difficult psy­
chological process than before. Indiviau&i. results as well 
as group results were aimed at. The teacher proposed a prob­
lem to tiie pupil and then guided them in examining and study­
ing it. Problems Involving life situations became the great­
est value. The involving became trie thing most valued and 
not the effort to memorise someone else's solution. 
Both teacher and principal were to stana as stimuli to 
individual activity as whet stones upon which those stimu­
lated could bring their thinking to a keener edge; ana. as 
critics by whose help young people might develop their abili­
ty to reason accurately, and well* The aim of instruction 
became that of fitting young people (by any means suited) to 
their needs and capacities* They were to be trained to face 
reality and to stand on their own feet. 
In order to assure the performance of such tasks by 
teachers, the administration defined the duties of the teach­
er and provided expert departmental and special subject su­
pervisors. Folio ing is a brief quotation taken from to© San 
Antonio Public School bulletin for Oetoaer 1924 concerning 
the Elementary School teacher hlch sayst5 
Each teacher formulates her own program with the as­




class periods varies from ten minutes in the lower graces 
to forty-five minutes in the upper grades, and is usually 
divided into a directed study period and the recitation 
proper. Very little "homework# is required of the ciala, 
any study outside regular school hours being the result 
of a desire on the pupil to continue work in which he be­
came interested in the classroom. 
Each generation has its unique educational problems to 
solve but the education of teachers appears to be a social 
constant that always demands our best thought. Much consider­
ation must be given to Victor Cousin*a words, as the teacher, 
so is the child," The statement remains as true today as it 
was v.hen written a. century ago. The statement may be even • 
more true today since the development of a broadened philoso­
phy of education demands the introduction of progressive 
techniques and skills. Todayts school demands not only 
trained technicians but liberally educated men «nci women as 
the teachers of American boys and girls. The present day 
teacher has the philosophy that fits the needs of the needs 
of the growing youth. 
Curriculum, with the complete reorganization of San 
Antonio public schools on the 3-3-3 plan, a splendid opportu­
nity teas afforded for the stuuy of specific needs of the 
various departments. The aim of the curriculum is to provide 
such content as will give pupils the physical, intellectual, 
moral, and social training needed. The aim is directed not 
6 
Rice, Administration of Public School Personnel 
M&cMUlaa tomyany, lb 3 3, ™" ~ ' —— 
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only at preparation for participation in adult life, but for 
intelligent living now. The elementary curriculum of this 
period represented & definite shift from the textbook content 
to the child and Ms immediate needs. It was at this level 
that guidance became a prime- factor in health* education, 
recreation, play, and all activities in which all pupils en­
gaged. The following quotation taken from the Bulletin of 
San Antonio Public Schools characterized the elementary cur­
riculum for this periods 
PROGRAM OF STUDIES: 
It is generally conceded tnat pupils learn more readi­
ly and retain better, things they feel a need for knowing. 
In the Elementary School, where the most important 
problem is to teach children to read, to write, to spell, 
ana to use numbers effectively, effort is made to so or­
ganize the classroom work that the pupil will feel the 
need of acquiring these abilities, in craer to accomplish 
purposes that are recognized by his as worth while. The 
traditional school subject, Reading, ,kiting, Spelling, 
Language, Arithmetic, Mature Study, Georgraphy, History, 
Civics, Health Education, Music, and Art are thus includ­
ed in our program of studies as a means of developing the 
abilities of pupils and in bringing then closer in rela­
tionship with tae society of which they are a part. 
REVISION OF COURSES! 
Constructive work, iaokJUig to Improvement of the cur­
riculum has been going on for the past year. A complete 
re-vision of courses is being made by Com; .ittees of Prin­
cipals, Grade Assistants, and Teachers under the guid­
ance of the Director. 
The following outline was used in constructing the 
curriculum: 
1. Critical appraisement of subject matter by 
grades. 
2. Suggestive methods of procedure. 
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g. Listed projects of activities. 
4. Standard of achievement. 
5. Bibliography. 
A minimum essential is set up by grades. Constant 
checking of the work is emphasized. 
Several typical lesions are given with their objec­
tives and procedures. These will serve to contrast with the 
typical lessons given as representatives of the preceding 
period. 
Arithmetic. A monogram in arithmetic for elementary 
grades was developed through the combined efforts of the en­
tire department. Principals and teachers contributing large­
ly to the development arid testing of all material. Final 
work in putting the material in form was carried out under 
the direction of the head of tire department and her assistant. 
The entire committee gave the best thought. Much of the 
material incorporated in tire course grew out of the desires 
of the children and resulted from experiments conducted in 
their schools. The course was based on sound principles of 
teaching, and learning, with a philosophy of education which 
recognizes the child as the center of interest. 
They assume the curriculum to be a series of guided 
experiences selected from real life situations and so related 
to the interests and needs of the learner, that what is 
learned now serves to integrate the total life experiences of 
the child. The curriculum deals with real life problems 
which are so related to life that the child sees tne need of 
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txiese learnings la every day life experiences. 
Health educ. tion. The purpose of instruction in this 
area is to promote normal, robust children, free from defects 
and diseases. In so far as possible, it aims to give them 
wholesome ideals built upon a ground work of healthful habits 
developed in their early years. 
In order to attain this goal each of the hlementary 
Schools has required a minimum of eight semester hours of 
physical education of each teacher. Three full time school 
nurses are employed in the work. Their work consists in ex­
amining children for common defects of ears, eyes, nasal 
breathing, teeth, and posture. This is, however, augmented 
by recreational activities, supervised by teachers including 
group games, sports, and athletics. 
Social studies. The course of study in social studies 
illustrates the center of interest procedure most adequately. 
The principle set forth in this course is a child's interest 
as a basis for the new educational program. The school is 
setting up a program of work which has a personal connection 
with the immediate life needs arid interests of the child. It 
starts with his needs and interests, rather than around aca­
demic studies, except when life needs coincide with school 
subjects. 
The scope of work follows? 
Low First - The child's games, pets, and toys. 
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High First - Home life in the city and on the 
fana. 
Low Second - The community is relative to the 
home. 
High " — Child life in other lands. 
Low Third - Primitive life* 
High " - San Antonio past and present. 
Low Fourth - Geography and History of Texas. 
High « - World explorers connected with United 
States History and Geography of coun­
tries that sent explorers and of the 
countries explored* 
Low Fifth - Interdependence of the nations of the 
world in trade, health, and culture. 
Social study courses, courses of study 
monographs, ..lesaentary School. 
General Social Studies Objectives: 
1. To develop ethical character. 
2. To instill good citizenship. 
3. To encourage good health habits. 
4. To instill worthy home membership* 
5. To impart the knowledge of the use of leisure 
time. 
G. To develop vocational efficiency 
Specific objectives* To give children an intelligent 
understanding of the geographic conditions which influence 
the lives and occupations of the people, and the products in 
various parts of Texas, the United States, and the world* 
To give a knowledge of historical events, conditions, 
and persons that will develop a pride in the achievements of 
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the past, and feeling of responsibility in carrying on the 
work of the world* 
To carry further the training in character, education, 
and healthful living begun in the lower grades# 
To give children an appreciation of the contributions 
of various sections, and people of the world. 
In selecting the material of the social studies in the 
upper elementary grades only those facts, principles, histor­
ical movements, and contemporary institutions are ineiuaed 
that are necessary to the development on the part of youth 
for an understanding of the modern world in which he lives. 
There should be a fuller account of a relative small number 
of important things of present history, geography, and civic 
books, along /1th which may be stories, episodes, anecdotes, 
and a more complete illustration or narrative. 
From a standpoint of learning,, the materials of social 
studies are first, those highly personalized materials that 
can be learned best in vivid gripping human setting, and 
secondly, those materials learned easily without particular 
personal realizations. 
The project plan is a method of instruction in the 
Elementary Schools. Through the plan an attempt has been 
made to unify the work of the grade. All subjects contribute 
their p̂ rt to the development of some large unit of purpose­
ful activity. The necessary drive is furnished through the 
interest of tne children, while satisfactory outcome of ac-
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tivlties give immediate worth to the subject matter* In this 
procedure, teacher guidance is essential and it is here that 
supervisors, assistant teachers, and special supervisors play 
an important part* This plan was introduced in 1824 with the 
advent of the junior high school organization; however, its 
influence extended down into the Elementary School. 
m examination of records from 1324-192'/ showed the 
results of such practice to- be the achievement of desirable 
aims and outcomes, with both teachers and pupils happy ana 
interested in this type of work* They are developing habits 
of thinking and working that are of supreme social importance* 
The classroom library is another of the innovations of 
this period which is of singular importance to the improve­
ment of elementary procedure. Each classroom has a library 
suited to tile age and development of the grade group* Tne 
books are secured through the Board of bdue tion arid the Par­
ent Teacher Associations of the respective El«oeatary Schools. 
Such terras as (1) program of studies, (2) course of 
study, (3) curriculum, (4) supervision, (5) elementary school, 
(6) objective and subjective tests, (7) and guidance took on 
definite and specific meanings; however, mme were vague and 
useless from the standpoint of practical use* Program of 
studies, defined as a list of all subjects offered in the 
school, was distinguished from course of study, defined as an 
outline of subject content* Curriculum took on the connota­
tion of an orderly and progressive arrangement of subjects 
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with the object of training for a particular purpose. Begin­
ning this same year the Elementary School was redefined as 
that portion of the public school system including grades one 
through five. Supervision, regarded as the systematic and 
cooperative relationship of supervisor and teacher, was re-
emphasised. In the line of general procedure, the attention 
given to the method of evaluating instruction was perhaps the 
most significant. Serious attention was given to the merits 
and desirability of objective tests versus that of the tra­
ditional subjective tests. 
In the flow of reconstruction, revision, and builoing 
taking place at this time, the influence of the scientific 
movement in education was not overlooked. Educational meas­
urement was regarded as a basis of education procedure and 
for this reason provoked m unusual interest in the problem 
of individual differences, ability grouping, and general 
intelligence of school children. The development of such 
interest in educational procedure soon attracted attention to 
the expensiveness and general hanuicaps of failure. This 
particular aspect was considered in relation to the high schools 
however, it, like other innovations, fenact its influence ex­
tending down into tm Elementary Division. Pupil failure was 
acknowledged as a general evil of the pupil school system. 
Failures are costly in money and grossly injurious in their 
emotional effect upon the failing individual* practically 
all causes of failure as given by teachers and pupils may bo 
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removed by changes in curriculum content, administrative pro­
cedure, teacher-training, teacher-attitudes, at id teacher 
personalities. Emphasis was placed on the fact that society 
maintains schools to train its members how to live agreeably 
with others. As a philosophy of curriculum making, textbook 
material became useful only as it coulu be employed in form­
ing Judgements, loyalties, appreciations, and skills in all 
things, material and mental. As further aids in preventing 
failures, administrators gave mure serious attention to 
school environment, housing, teacher-selection, placement, 
and curriculum content. Many of thost- considerations for im­
provement may be attributed to the survey of 1928 conducted 
by Doctors Mar berry and Shelby of the University of Texas, 
although their survey was concerned «ith overcrowded condi­
tions. 
CAUSES OF FfltUHES:7 
(Causes as given by mental hygieaists) 
1. Mo adequate examination - mental or physical. 
2. Over emphasis of subject matter - teachers* devo­
tion to subject. 
3. Over emphasis of instruction. Teacher teaches too 
much, pupil passive. 
4. Antagonism between teacher ana pupil. 
5. Meglect of types. Some pupils learn by being told, 
7 
W. H. Burnham, Tne Koran! mind. Mew York: D. Ap~ • 
pleton and Company, 1925, p. "458. 
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o titers by doing* 
6* Neglect of the individual. 
7* Neglect of the brighter child, the exceptional be­
comes retarded* 
8* Neglect of defective* 
Teachers list the causes as (1) lack, of mental abili­
ty, (2) laziness, (3) shoves, (4) parties, (5) difficulty of 
studying at home, and (6) dislike of study and illness* Ill­
ness constitutes the smallest per cent of failure. Upon 
careful examination, however, it is observed that any one of 
these causes for failure might be tracea directly to any one 
of the causes lis tea by Buraham. 
Noteworthy at this time, also was the impetus given 
the general environment of the Elementary School by the or­
ganization of numerous pupil clubs, with designated purposes, 
aims, or objectives* The* listings below characterizing the 
clubs begun during this period and are typical of such organ­




1. Receive and welcome visitors to the school. 
2. Boost all activities of the school. 
3*. To develop school pride or spirit. 
4. To train for leadership* 
5. To teacn courtesy among student body. 
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6. To raise the standard of scholarship. 
7. To develop Christianity In students. 
8. To ao bettor the thiols ttu t they ere uoing each 
day. 
9. To develop worthy citizenship* 
10. To encourage high ideals. 
11. To offer uiid promote wholesome interests in recre­
ation* 
It. To guide in finding and giving the beet. 
IS. To develop better person, lity and character habits. 
14* To mil to in a better spirit of fruiifulnese. 
15. To encourage fair play and good sportsmanship* 
16. To tr, in in cooperation. 
17. To ereafce further interest in certain curriculum 
subjects. 
18* To add zest to class work. 
19. To practice distinct speaking and creative writing. 
2Q« To discover and develop talents in special abili­
ties* 
21* To serve the school and eoeamity* 
AdHihistratxon. The third division of tMi study will 
be concerned with the administration of Superintendents Choi— 
tor J. Cochran (1960-19385 and Irian E. Stutsman to the pres­
ent tiae. During this period Superintendent Hartley was 
succeeded by Mr. J. C. Cochran, who served from laoO to It 08* 
Mr. Cochran was interested in progressive education and ad­
vocated the introduction of anything indicative of progress. 
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Superiateadsiit Cochran was succeeded by the present Superin­
tendent I. K. Stutsman in 3.838, Little examination is neces­
sary with reference to the adjministr. oion for this period as 
its work, the present status of the public School System* 
exemplifies the character far better than words can describe. 
To the administration of this per-ioc fell the task of exe­
cuting plans, and effecting definite methods of procedure 
which had already been inaugurated. The first half of the 
period was essentially one of experimentation. 
Philosophy, The philosophy characteristic of this 
period is identical with that of the previous one, experi­
ence is the keynote of the new education. Education, defined 
by John Dewey as, ̂ Reconstruction or reorganization of expe­
riences which adds to the meaning of other experiences and 
increases abilityr8, was definitely the goal of the Megro 
.leaentary Schools. Tne following quotacion taken from the 
for la Book of tho Eh liond Survey of .ucc t .on of Teachers 
simplifies the philosophy of the San Anionic Elementary 
Schools* 
We believe in the people of America; in their power to 
maintain a free and intelligent government; ana in their 
desire to so educate and train their children as to pro­
vide a constantly progressing democracy. 
We believe in the boys ana girls of America; in their 
8 
Elsaa Heal* Head of the Department of Elementary Edu­
cation of San Antonio Public Schools. 
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capacity for such education ana their desire for effi­
cient living.-® 
Teaching personnel. The trenu. whien. began in 1925 
toward increased academic training of teachers, in Son Anton­
io schools, was representative of a national movement. 
The National SurVo/ of Lduc^tion of showed, 
that even though isucn progress had been matte following the 
world „ar, in increasing the qualifications of teachers, two-
thirds of tne teachers of the United States did not have 
four years of college education. It was also fou.iO that the 
standards for Elementary teachers was lower tin n those for 
other teachers. There was a practice of issuing certificates 
to teachers in rural and eleaent&r schools who had lust 
finished high school. State Certificate Laws, in nearly all 
states, made it possible for & teacher to prepare for teach­
ing in one school division and. then accept a position to 
teach in a different division. This practice encouraged a 
general education of teachers with a minimum of pre—service, 
professional preparation. It was further shown that A erican 
teachers spent one—fifth to one-fourtu of their college peri­
ods in courses in the fields of educational psychology, meth­
ods, and practice teaching. Elementary teachers took much 
more work in education and practice teaching tinn did second-
9 
World^gook of the Wationai Survey of laucaclon of 
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ary teachers. Such was the national personnel equipment as 
found lay the surrey of 1930-1931* 
In 1925 San Antonio teachers began an educe clonal 
soveiaent to the extent that in 1920 approximi, tely 60 per cent 
of tiie teachers la Negro Elementary Schools had earned Bache­
lor of Science or Bachelor of Arts degrees from accredited 
st. te colleges. There are at present* 1® ,.0, thirty-four 
classroom teachers* three principals, and three clerks in the 
Megro Elementary Schools, •. ith quulific; tions as indicated in 
Table IX. 
TABLE IX 
ACALdlC ST: TUS OF TEACHERS 












Booker T, 1 12 0 0 14 
Cuaey 0 12 0 0 12 
Grant 1 12 0 0 IS 
Totals 2 28 0 0 40 
The data in Table IX contrasted with that in Table If 
reveal the remarkable progress made along these lines* It 
also compares favorably witn progress made in the staae direc­
tion by the other group. The writer was abl to ascertain 
that more than 50 per cent of the teac ier s engaged in class-
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roam teaching are at present pursuing graduate xori aurixig 
the summers* 
CurrleuXum, The curriculum in the past, left alsiost 
entirely to guess work, had passed away. Mo lofty or high 
sounding alias and objectives were left ithout interpretation 
at this time. The comment made try Dr. Bobbin brought curric­
ulum making to earth. "Objectives that were only vague, high 
sounding, hopes and aspirations were avoided". Character 
building, harmonious development of individuals, social ef­
ficiency, general discipline, ana self realisation are just & 
few of the terms to which he insisted that definite meanings 
bo attached* He brought to the attention of the educators 
that ill the terms were valid enough but too clou.-like for 
guioing practical procedure. They belong to the visionary 
adolescence of our profession. According to thornuike, to 
attain the ultimate,aim may need to be varied to suit dif­
ference in six, race, age, previous training, tutd circum­
stances • 
As a result of these demands for specific objectives, 
there has arisen a new theory of curriculum construe ion 
anu a.new theory of approach. The central theory is 
simple, human life, however varied, consists in the per­
formance of specific activities. Education that prepares 
definitely and adequately for these specific activities* 
However numerous and diverse eh- y may be for any social 
class, they can be discovered* This requires oniy that 
one go out in the world of affairs, ana discover the 
particulars of which these affairs consist* These .ill 
show the abilities, attitudes, habits, appreciations, and 
forms of kno/ledge that men need. These will be in, ob­
jectives of the Curriculum. They will he numerous, defi­
nite, and particularised* The Curriculum ill then be a 
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series of experiences vsM.cn children anu you en must have 
by a way of attaining these adjectives. 
% 
The following is a suggested aaxly program fur fourth 
ana fifth grade pupils as of September, la54. Thus program 
is representative of Tide uehievem nt of tills period. 
SUGGESTED Dx.ILY PROGRAM 
(Fourtd and Fifth Grades) 
8130-9 »00 OP iKIKG PERIOD 
Flag Salute, Bible fieauing 
Check Observation of Health itules 
Check of Attendance 
Conference of Day's Work 
9s00-10s00 SOCIAL STUDIES PERIOD 





Notebook, tap, and Construction work 
Becesss 
10110-11:00 CREATIVE EXPHR RION P I0D 
Music (1 day a week) 
Art (1 day & week) 
Composition (Oral - 1 nays a week) 
(Written - 1 day a week) 
Mote: Several consecutive days In one field, 
as Music, may be used if a unit of work 
requires it. 
Recess 
11:10-11:40 BEADING EXERCISE 
Training in Varxou Reading Skills 
lit40-12tOO VOCABULARY VOHK (3 days a week) 
TECHNICAL LANGUAGE (2 days a week) 
noon 
1:00-1:50 ARITHMETIC PiRIQD 
1:30-1:45 MUSIC 
1:45-2:00 WBITXMG (3 days a >eek) 
MATURE STUDY (2 days a week) 
Recess 
2:10-2:25 SPELLING 
2:25-5:00 LITERATURE (1 day a week) 
LIBRARY PERIOD (1 day a week) 
PHYSICAL ADUC TI N, GAi.ES (2 dâ s a week) 
CLUB (1 day a week) 
General procedures. Guidance, scientific techniques, 
and educational measurement, lk.we Been the lines along which 
narked improveiaeat which in procedures have been m&ue since 
1950. Concentration in these areas of procedures is respon­
sible for the present status of tin San Mitonio School System, 
and especially the Elementary division. Detailed comment is 
herein given with reference x.o trends in these significant 
areas. 
Guidance is a part of all education. Guidance is that 
which directs educational growth and as the Elementary School 
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is the child's initial educational step, its part in guidance 
is very important. It is in the Elementary school, through 
proper guidance, that something takes plt.ce in individuals, 
changes are made, or briefly speaking, through guidance the 
individual makes changes in himself. 
In the elementary ochool of Bail Antonio, (the first 
five grades) habit formation and moral standards are impor­
tant rather than major decision leading to divergent educa­
tional paths. Regularity in expected activities, p omptness 
in meeting school engagements, trustworthiness in acceding to 
school rules, cooperation with others for the goou of all the 
school's enterprises, happiness in learning, and success in 
school work, are the universal necessities for the Elementary 
school curriculum. They are more important th n any school 
subject of instruction and they require direct rather than 
indirect guidance. In the Elementary School we are to think 
more about the child thin about subjects. It is here that 
guidance is concerned with directing pupils in skills end 
activities among which c*ret going to school willingly and 
regularly, studying eacn subject and lesson as required, 
using good methods of stuay, keeping careful records of as­
signments and the like. Cooperation with others, forming 
habits of promptness, regularity, initiative and thorough­
ness, Skillful guidance here will form habits that carry 
over in any profession or vocation. 
Emphasis on guidance naturally ran parallel with sci-
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eatifie methods of evaluating an. determinig objective d^ta 
with reference to indiviouc-l pupils* 
The superiority of the standardised tests over the old 
type tests as a measuring instrument may be considered in the 
light of Tfaorndike's definition of education as the "making 
of useful changes in hammm beings*.**"0 SdusationajL leaders 
may differ as to what constitutes useful changes, but they 
C£4» hardly take exception to this definition as a general 
proposiuion. This being the case, measurement becomes neces­
sary from time to time in order to determine the changes 
brought about as the result of teaching* Teachers toawu al­
ways endeavored to measure progress of pupils toward a goal, 
and to diagnose defects by means of testing. The development 
and use of standardized tests may therefore be regarded as 
the extension and improvement over the old device. They are 
more precise and ex. ct than ordinary teachers* examination, 
and so accomplish the purpose of testing more reliably. They 
enable one to set up definite goals of achievement because 
measurements are more objective aau less Influenced by person-
al juugement. They also permit the set up of natural and ob­
tainable forms, because they are based upon the actual at­
tainments of the pupils wi thin, their school ccnui -ion. The 
new type is valid ..hile the old is not* 
10 
Em L. Tbornbike, induce. tional princxoles. Hew York: 
MacMillan Company, 1954, pp7" it—i'/. 
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hatever is taught in the Elementary School should 
h.,ve soan present and future utility to the learner. It is 
also true that economy of time in ©ducat-ion is important* 
' Sound business principles demand tx*at tin state should get & 
maximum return from its monetary expenditures. It ©an be ef­
fected only by a high quality of instruction with iuserial 
fashioned to m.et the needs of the various economic, social 
and racial group. 
If maximum returns are to be hou from .my educe clonal 
program# there must be adequate educational guidance for H 
pupils, This guidance can never be attained fully unless 
there is at hand a definite knowledge of the mental ability 
and educational achievement of the pupils to be taught, This 
testing should be don in the Elementary School ana passed on 
with other accusauli.tive records to the Junior schools as a 
basis of guidance in that school, 
in the ULeoeatary School, guidance is & school pro­
cedure which incluu.es all the educational activities for which 
the public schools are responsible, (guidance in the Elemen­
tary Schools may properly include all the studies, activities 
and exercises that are regularly outlined in the school aira 
included in the school* $ program. 
In the Elementary school, guidance improves instruc­
tion, encourages good work, and eliminates ineffective ef­
forts and misapplied energy. 
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The "Success £ ehocl" moveaiea"t̂ - originally initiated 
in the P̂ yXlis Wheatley Megra High School, 1955-1838, bus re­
duced failures from eight per eeu, under the ol . plan to 
practically none unaer the present system. It has helped in 
the ellmination of truancy ana "class cutting", as well as 
improved pupil interest in achievement, by proviuing for 
individual differences. The "Success School" movement has 
changed the attituae of til.,: stuuent body from an anxious 
mark-seeking group to a happy, satisfied achievement group. 
It has created in the community an increased interest 
in the school and h«s turned the school into a community as­
set. Th- influence of this experiment has greatly effected 
procedure in the Negro [Elementary Schools. 
The experiment in the prevention of failure was con­
ducted in Phyllis dheatley High School, San Antonio, Texas, 
1985—In06 and X936-X987. To keep the idea of failure fro® 
the minus of the pupils the name "Success school" was adopt­
ed* The enrollment the first year was 654, and the second 
year 675. The curricula, consisted of the usual academic 
subjects and courses in beauty culture, band, chorus, sewing, 
architectural and fro—hand drawing, industrial arts, home 
making, maid service, horn..- economies, laundering, catering, 
U 
S. J. Sutton, Tĥ  Hon Failure Plan xperlaai.it. uni­
versity of Colorado, 1537, Unpublished Thesis for Master of 
Arts • 
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commercial wortc# vocational Smith Hugaes Carpentry, and vo­
cational and auto mechanics. There were eighteen home rooms 
and eleven classroom with twenty-slz teachers. 
First step in the guidance program in the "Success 
School* was to discover what each pupil was ..hie to ao. This 
study ̂ as Made fay the faculty members based on a study of the 
previous records» The teacher#* evaluation is, of course, an 
important factor in the "Success School". She must motivate, 
stimulate, and encourage continually so that success sill 
follow interest in any effort. It is made clear to the pupil 
that he will fail if he does not put forth Ms bast efforts 
in every task assigned.. The plan affords an opportunity for 
the development of individual talent, interests., an needs. 
Guidance, in a varied program of activities; fr-e~aoa of choice 
of curriculum; a curriculum bused on pupil ability, aptitude 
anu participation in school management; cad freeuom of action 
within the school as a social institution, characterize the 
"Success School". 
Plant and'equipment. School facilities have continued 
to increase in accordance with th increased eiirolXment* 
There are at present three Elementary Schools for Segro 
children all of which are iaoderaiy constructed . 1th adequate 
modern equipment* The average has twelve room space, with a 
total evaluation of 465,000 for building and grounds. 
These schools are strategically located with reference 
to accessibility aua convenience to the Jegro scholastic# of 
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Sm Antonio* Noteworthy in this connection is toe ice vion 
of the Junior high school with relation to toe Elementary 
Schools. To eecoaodato th . west slue .scholastics, one of tiie 
former elementary buildings, 'Dunbar (frame), is used as branch 
of the Junior high school. Recently overcrowded conditions 
on toe west slue made it necessary to retain toe sixth grade 
at Grant Klflttftntary School. Following is a spot nap showing 
the present location of the Negro schools of San Antonio. 
1—Giaiiu i.vary oeuouA 
S-Cuney Elementary School 
3-Booker T. basiling ton 
4HDouglas.Junior High 
5-Dunbar Junior High (Braeh of Douglas Junior) 
6-phyliss Wheatley High 
CHART III 
LOCATION OF NEGRO SCHOOLS IN SM ANTOHIO 
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ACCESSIBILITY 
o 
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Superintendent Stutsman is one of the most able and 
outstanding superintendents in tie history of -cam Ban i&tonio 
Public School System,. He is furni ding creative leaders* ilp 
to tiie teaching profession and to the board of education. 
Superintendent Stutsman emphasises that administer̂  tiun 
must be fudged ultimately in terms of what it contributes to 
learning ana to the attainment of the purposes of our school. 
In his administrative duties, he emphasizes direction# that 
is, the school as an institution created by society for edu­
cation, r purposes can't go in all directions and exist. It 
cannot be an aggregation of individuals, each going his own 
peculiar way. Purposes shoulu be arrived at and then a 
course laid down to realize these purposes. 
He also emphasizes cooperation ana participation in 
that administration should function so as to as store a sharing 
in the development of plans for the school, a Joint operation 
for the benefit of the learners, ana feeling of companionsaxp 
among administrators, supervisors, instructors, and learners# 
in other words, democratic administration. 
CHAPTER IV 
GENERAL SUMMARY, BBGOiffliaDtATIOM 
AND CONCLUSIONS 
Types of work emphasized in San Antonio Schools, cur­
ing the period from 1310 to 1326 ana from 1326 to 1940, are 
recognized in contrasting the traditional school with the 
present day school. During the first period (1310-1926) the 
Elementary Schools were designed .© carry pupils through a 
traditional program of reading, writing, ana arithmetic* 
Pupils were compelled to fit into the set-up regardless of 
interests, abilitie, ana needs, prom 1926 to 1340 & philos­
ophy was maintained that experience ana active participation 
were the keynotes in education* Education aimed at nothing 
less than the production of an individual, through the inte­
gration of experiences. Tu-„ whole child is to he eauc. tea, 
hence the materials of life re as broad as life itself. 
Dealrafcl- experience involves not only intellectual attain­
ments, but physical and emotional expressions. Thus, the 
vocabulary of the new school has coursing through it a uni-
tary integrating theme of individuality, personality, and ex­
perience. 
There is definite recognition of the fact that person­
ality evolves from within, and that it individuJLiy develops 
only through growth in the power of self propulsion. The new 
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idea of education endeavors to substitute a drawing out proc­
ess for the traditional coercive regime. It aims to develop 
capacity for self expression. As a result of the exanona Lion 
of the questionnaires, records, ana interviews, it was re­
vealed that schools were anything but democratic ana repre­
sentative of real social institution. The new school pro­
vided numerous curricula activities fur pupil particlpuLien 
and expression. Witn the advent of the progressive idea debate 
clubs, literary clubs, bands, basketball, and supervised play 
became a part of school activities. This freedom of expres­
sion naturally had its effects on the activities in the Ele­
mentary Schools, ana sore especially in the Negro ,::iesentary 
Schools, as most of them carried several higher grades. 
A changed society and changec public opinion have 
hrougnt to bear (1) b< tter physic .1 facilities; ( ) more asid 
better equipment; (3) larger playgrounds; (4) progressive 
leadership; (5) and a changed teaching personnel. There is 
definitely a demand for better teacher preparation. Age, 
sex, ana marital status of teachers, training ana experience 
are factors of importance in determining the eligibility of 
teachers in the San Antonio Elementary Schools. 
Teacher-patron cooperation is a welcome and benefical 
activity of the present .elementary School. Progressive Parent 
Teacher Associations, health programs (clinics), library 
facilities, contribute much to the success of the Negro Ele­
mentary School in Son Antonio. Those schools today fc.ve lost 
such of that old selective function, mi& are today designed 
to receive all children of specified ages of the compulsory 
school laws, and to proviue for than educational opportuni­
ties suited to their needs. 
The problem of the curriculum during both the periods 
designated as 1910-1926 and 192C-19dO, is not merely a prob— 
lea because outward conditions have changed, but because edu­
cation has started to move in different directions, i t the 
bottom of the scale, in the • lemeatnry School, we meet the 
demand for enrichment of life, which fine expression in the 
introduction of subjects like music, drawing, ana nature 
stuay. As the other end. of the scale in high school we find 
presented all kinds of qpasi-vocatioa&l interests which were 
formerly taboo. These interests are eiabooieu in the various 
Special curricula into which high school and college offer­
ings are being differentiaced. 'This marks n unmistakable 
conviction that higher educations must prep-re for more or 
less direct participation in the activities of society.*-
Intensive study of such plans as the iiochestcr, Buck­
ingham, Dal ton, and Wianctka gretly influenced the reorgani­
zation of the San mionfo Schools. The iatroaucfciun of the 
project method, which combines group shady, pupil participa­
tion in assignments, supervised study and recitation, have 
1 
Harold Rsgg, The Child-Centered auhool. Mm York? 
World book Company, ldaST 
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dona much to enhance the effectiveness of the Elementary 
School* 
From 1910 to 1320 the Elementary Schools did not in­
clude supervised play in their programs. Club activities 
were not emphasised* The major participar tion demanded was 
the textbook. The only activity having the semblance of a 
club was the Friday afternoon programs hela in the higher 
grades* These programs were not planned by either teacher or 
pupils. 
Conclusions. This study has led the writer to or aw 
several conclusions which are herein stated. The data show 
that* 
1. The growth of the Megro Elementary Schools in Sasi 
Antonio has been continuous, progressive, and 
commensurate with the increasing negro Elementary 
scholastic population. 
2* The progressive growth characteristic of the Ele­
mentary Schools has been in accordance with natural 
social changes. 
3. In spite of the uuusuax degree of growth in the Ne­
gro Elementary Schools, there yet remain unaeaso-
cratic practices, recognised in (1) insufficient 
provisions for a greater scope in grouping children 
according to individual differences j and (2) an in-
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sufficient number of teachers in the llementary 
Division of the School System. 
4* The responsibility for a larger per cent of academic 
training, and. efficiency of Negro scholastics rest 
upon the effectiveness of the opportunities afforded 
in the Elementary Schools. This Is due to the fact 
a very large per cent fail to enter the junior 
school upon graduation from the first level, 
Hecoaitoenaa cions. Analysis ana considers tion of trie 
data secured, in this study suggest som necessary adjustments 
and additions for the Negro Elementary Schools in San Antonio, 
In view of these findings it is recommended th.t: 
1. The San Antonio Elementary Schools for Negroes be 
reorganized to include grades one through six, in 
order to meet a more practical need of Negro Ele­
mentary scholastics of San Antonio. By raising the 
Elementary grade level to six years, more fundamen­
tal training would be afforded those pupils who 
automatically drop out after the first level of 
graduation has been attained., 
2# The learning processes -ad experiences in the Ele­
mentary Schools become more adaptable to trie nature 
of real life enterprises, which call for maximuffl 
self direction, assumption of responsibility, crea-
©7 
fcxve thinking, planning, and exercise of clioxce in 
terms of desired values, 
3m Guidance in the Heaent^ry Schools be made more in­
tensive and extended to cover all areas* Especially 
should it cover personal, social, health, education, 
and vocational areas, 
4* Current information regarding occupations and the 
occupational status of the Negro bo mad© available 
to Elementar/ School children; this say be realized 
through occupational courses placed at the upper 
level of the lementary grades and through currmt 
library materials placed at the disposal of ah© 
childreaj in any event sucu informs axon should be 
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